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あらまし ストリーミングアプリケーションにおいて、インターネット上で高品質な通信を行うためには、通信特性を
考慮した制御が不可欠である。このため、品質制御の一つであるプレイアウト制御に関して、さまざまな研究が行われ
てきた。しかしながら、これまでの制御アルゴリズムはパケットロスやプレイアウト遅延など、ネットワーク指標を通
信指標として用いており、ユーザの直接的な品質評価は考慮されていない。
そこで本稿では、既存のユーザ品質とネットワーク特性の関係をモデル化し、ネットワークの状況に応じてもっとも

ユーザが高品質に感じるプレイアウト制御手法を提案する。シミュレーションを用いた性能評価により、提案アルゴリ
ズムがすべてのネットワーク環境において最も高いユーザ品質を提供できることを示す。また、実装評価により提案ア
ルゴリズムの実現性を示す。
和文キーワード ストリーミングアプリケーション、プレイアウト制御機構、MOS関数、プレイアウト遅延、パケット
ロス率、MOS値
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Abstract An end-to-end packet delay in the Internet is an important performance parameter, because it heavily affects the
quality of real-time applications. In the current Internet, however, because the packet transmission qualities (e.g., transmission
delays, jitters, packet losses) may vary dynamically, it is not easy to handle a real-time traffic. In UDP based real-time ap-
plications, a smoothing buffer (playout buffer) is typically used at a client host to compensate for variable delays. The issue
of playout control has been studied by some previous works, and several algorithms controlling the playout buffer have been
proposed. These studies have controlled the network parameters (e.g., packet loss ratio and playout delay), not considered the
quality perceived by users.

In this paper, we first clarify the relationship between Mean Opinion Score (MOS) of played audio and network parameters
(e.g., packet loss, packet transmission delay, transmission rate). Next, utilizing the MOS function, we propose a new playout
buffer algorithm considering user’s perceived quality of real-time applications. Our simulation and implementation tests show
that it can enhance the perceived quality, compared with existing algorithms.
英文 key words Streaming Application, Playout Buffer Algorithm, Perceived Quality, MOS Function, Playout Delay, Packet
Loss Ratio, MOS



1 Introduction
According to the fast growth of the Internet, there are an in-
creasing number of network applications. The real-time ap-
plication is one of such applications. The use of real-time ap-
plication includes IP telephony, voice conference, internet ra-
dio, video on demand (VoD). Now, these applications become
widely used.

In the current Internet, however, because the packet trans-
mission qualityies (e.g., transmission delays, jitters, packet
losses) may vary dynamically, it is not easy to handle a real-
time traffic. In UDP based real-time applications, a smoothing
buffer is typically used at a client host to compensate for vari-
able delays. Received packets are first queued into the smooth-
ing buffer. After several packets are queued, actual decoding is
started. Then, the influences of the delay variations within the
network can be minimized. (We refer to this delay as the play-
out delay.) Choosing the playout delay is important because it
directly affects the communication quality of the application;
if the playout delay is set to be too short, the client application
treats packets to be lost even if those packets eventually arrive.
On the contrary, the large playout delay may introduce an un-
acceptable delay that the client users cannot be tolerant. That
is, a difficulty exists in determining the playout delay. The
packet transmission delay between the server and client may
be varied according to the network condition in the Internet,
and hence, the adequate playout delay is heavily dependent on
variations of packet transmission delays. The issue of playout
control has been studied by some previous works [1, 2, 3, 4],
and several algorithms controlling the playout buffer (which
we will refer to as the playout buffer algorithm (PBA)) have
been proposed. Most of those PBAs are however based on a
calculation method of the time-out threshold in TCP [5]. For
example, Moon et al. [3] trace the packet delays and suggest
the playout delay from the distribution of traced delays. How-
ever, they only focus on adjustments of the playout delay, and
do not consider to control the packet loss ratio.

In our prior work [6], we analyzed the characteristics of the
packet transmission delays. We measured the one-way trans-
mission delay as well as the round-trip delay, and provided
the determination of the suitable distribution function through
a statistical analytic approach. We next introduced the use
of the distribution function to estimate the playout delay for
real-time applications. we proposed a new playout buffer al-
gorithm, which keeps the packet loss ratio according to users’
willingness while minimizing the playout delay.

However, neither the packet loss ratio nor playout delay is
not a user-friendly metric for the perceived quality in stream-
ing applications. There are many factors affecting the per-
ceived quality in playing audio or speech of the streaming ap-
plications. Actually, in addition to the packet loss ratio, other
network parameters such as type of codecs, access lines would
affect the perceived quality. One important issue is how to map
the network metrics into the users’ perceived quality of the
real-time traffic. Then, we propose a new PBA to maximize
the MOS index directly for given network parameters. Our
approach is to utilize the data set shown in [7], which clari-
fied the relationship between Mean Opinion Score (MOS) of
played audio and network parameters (e.g., packet loss, packet
transmission delay, transmission rate).

This paper is organized as follows. We first show a brief
summary of existing PBAs and our prior work in Section 2.
In Section 3, we attend to the users’ perceived quality, and
examine the relationship between MOS of played audio and

network parameters. Then, we propose a new PBA in order to
maximize the MOS. In Section 4, we evaluate the proposed al-
gorithms through the simulation and implementation. Finally,
we summarize our work and describe our future research top-
ics in Section 5.

2 Introduction of Adaptive Playout Buffer Al-
gorithms based on Network Parameters

In this section, we review some existing playout buffer algo-
rithms for the comparison with our proposed algorithm. Then
we describe our prior work, which proposed an adaptive play-
out buffer algorithm based on the analysis of packet delays.

2.1 Existing Playout Buffer Algorithms

For comparison purpose, we examine four algorithms which
have been proposed in [1, 3]. Before introducing our proposed
playout buffer algorithm in prior work, we describe the brief
overviews of each playout buffer algorithm.

Exponential-Average (Exp-Avg): In this algorithm, the
playout delaŷpi of the ith arrived packet is determined from
the approximated values of the mean̂di and variancêvi of
one-way delays, which are given by

p̂i = d̂i + 4v̂i, (1)

d̂i = αd̂i−1 + (1 − α)ni, (2)

v̂i = αv̂i−1 + (1 − α)|d̂i − ni|, (3)

whereni means the one-way delay ofith packet. The value
of α is chosen to be0.998002 according to [1]. Thus, playout
time t̂i is determined from playout delaŷpi and timesi when
the sender host sent packet according to the equation;t̂i = p̂i+
si. Here, the playout time means the time when the application
client actually starts playing audio data recorded in the packet.

Thus,Exp-Avg estimates the playout time from means and
variances, and does not consider the distribution of the delays.

Fast Exp-Avg (F-Exp-Avg): This algorithm is a modified
version ofExp-Avg. F-Exp-Avg computes the weighted mean
of d̂′

is as

d̂′
i =

{
βd̂′

i−1 + (1 − β)ni if ni > d̂′
i−1,

αd̂′
i−1 + (1 − α)ni otherwise,

(4)

whereα andβ are constant values, satisfying0 < β < α < 1.
We setα = 0.998002 andβ = 0.750000 following [1].

Spike Detection (SPD): This algorithm focuses onspike
which represents a sudden and large increase in delays over a
sequence number of packets. Examples of spikes are shown at
3,850 in Figure 4(a).SPD usually obtains the playout delay
from Eq. (2), which is same asExp-Avg. During spike, how-
ever,SPD uses the following equation;̂di = d̂i−1+ni−ni−1,
to catch up the sudden increase of delays. InSPD, we use
α = 0.875 following [1].

Window: This algorithm proposed in [3] intends to detect
a spike asSPD. During the spike, the first packet in the spike is
used as a playout delay. After spike, the playout delay is cho-
sen by finding the delay corresponding to theqth quantile of
the distribution of the lastN packets received by the receiver.
In our evaluation, a value of 0.99 is used forq, and 10,000 for
N , which are used in [3].

2.2 Prior Work

To provide a high-quality communication in streaming appli-
cations, it is desirable that the packet loss ratio and playout



delay are kept small. However, there is a critical trade-off be-
tween packet loss ratio and the length of the playout delay.

In our prior work [6], we hence measured packet transmis-
sion delays and analyzed their characteristics by taking into
account the network parameters. We then proposed a method
modeling the tail distribution of the delays, which is available
for applications. From the results of statistical analysis, we
found that the Pareto distribution is most appropriate as the
model of one-way delay distribution in any network condi-
tions. The Pareto distribution is widely known to be able to
represent a self-similarity [8], whose cumulative distribution
function (CDF) is given by

F (x) = 1 −
(

k

x

)α

, x ≥ k. (5)

whereα andk are the parameters of a Pareto cumulative dis-
tribution function. Next, we proposed a new playout buffer
algorithm based on our statistical analysis. The proposed al-
gorithm determines the playout delay so that the packet loss
ratio specified by the users is satisfied.

We show the design of our proposed playout buffer algo-
rithm more specifically. Our playout buffer algorithm records
the history of one-way delays of packets. On each packet ar-
rival, parameters (k, α) of the Pareto cumulative distribution
function F (x) are updated to estimate the playout delayp i

from the equationF (pi) = X, whereX is a target value. The
target value means the reproduction ratio of packets preferred
by the user. From the Pareto CDF, our proposed algorithm
determines the playout delay by

p̂i =
k

α

√
1 − X

100

. (6)

We consider 95, 99, and 99.9% as the target valueX through
our numerical results. We refer to our proposed playout buffer
algorithm as the loss control playout buffer algorithm (Loss-
Control). Numerical examples showed thatLoss-Control can
control the playout buffer with satisfying the target packet loss
probability.

3 Proposed Playout Buffer Algorithm to Maxi-
mize the Perceived Quality

In previous work, we have proposed a new playout buffer al-
gorithm (Loss-Control), and demonstrated thatLoss-Control
can control the packet loss ratio as users like. As described in
Section 1, however, there is a high possibility that the delay
and other network parameters (type of codecs, access lines) in
addition to the PLR would affect the perceived quality. The
end users can choose the preferable playout quality, but there
are still many configurable parameters left to the end users.
It is hence necessary to introduce a simpler index for the end
users, which directly indicates the perceived quality in multi-
media communications. Today, many metrics to express the
playout quality are proposed and evaluated. The subjective
metrics that we adopt in this paper are more user-friendly be-
cause it is based on scores made by users according to listening
and/or watching the played media.

Our objective in this section is to maximize the subjective
index of the perceived quality for given network parameters,
which are automatically measured. We first model relations
between the MOS and network parameters shown in [7] into
mathematical formulas. After modeling, we obtain the MOS-
relative form, which gives the appropriate packet loss ratio and
playout delay according to the MOS value. We then modify
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Figure 1: Effects of PLR and Delay (Encoder: G.711)

ourLoss-Control PBA to apply above MOS-relative function.
Numerical comparisons are shown in the next section.

3.1 Effects of Packet Loss Ratio and Delay on MOS

To clear the relation between the MOS value and network pa-
rameters, we pick out the data from [7], which show the effects
of network parameters on MOS. We show one referred data in
Figure 1. Each plot shows the relation between MOS and end-
to-end one-way delay in given loss ratio. From the model of
one-way delay distribution clarified in our previous work [6],
we can get the feasible combinations of playout delay and the
packet loss ratio to maximize the MOS index. We describe our
modeling method in the next subsection.

3.2 Modeling Methods of MOS distribution

The first step of our modeling is to formulate relations among
MOS, packet loss ratio, and playout delay approximately. That
is, we plot MOS curves shown in Figure 1 with mathematical
notations given by our modeling method. Of course, our for-
mulas depends on the relation shown in Figure 1. However,
our modeling approach is also applicable to another result of
relation.

From Figure 1, we can have the following assumptions.
• Four curves shown in Figure 1 are in parallel. It means

that the packet loss ratio and one-way delay, and hence
the playout delay, affect MOS independently. From this
assumption, we can consider the effect of packet loss
ratio and one-way delay on modeling MOS separately.

• The degree of degradation in MOS values is propor-
tional to the packet loss ratio, and it does not depend
on the playout delay.

Under above-mentioned assumptions, we can obtain the
MOS functionM (p, d) for given packet loss ratiop and the
playout delayd from M (p) andM (d) separately. We now
determine the MOS function as follows.

We first model the MOS functionM (d) for given playout
delayd with a three-dimensional polynomial approximation,
where the packet loss ratiop is assumed to be zero (shown in
the solid line in Figure 1). Parameters of the polynomial are
obtained by curve fitting. We then obtain the MOS function
M (d) as

M (d) ≈ 4.10 + 2.64× 10−3d − 1.86× 10−5d2

+1.22× 10−8d3. (7)

We then get the MOS curve by sliding inversely in the hori-
zontal direction. By applying the second assumption described
above, the degree of degradation of MOS values is propor-
tional to the packet loss ratio. We calculate the parameter of
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the function by the least linear square method. The MOS func-
tion M (p) for given packet loss ratiop is hence expressed as

M (p) ≈ 4.10− 0.195p, (8)

where the playout delay is set tod = 0.
Because we assume that the packet loss ratio and the play-

out delay affect the MOS value independently, we can obtain
M (p, d) for givenp andd by combining Eqs. (7) and (8), i.e.,

M (p, d) = 4.10− 0.195p + 2.64× 10−3d

−1.86× 10−5d2 + 1.22× 10−8d3. (9)

In Figure 2 we add the curves by Eq. (9) to Figure 1, and we
can observe our approximate modeling provides a good agree-
ment with the original ones.

In the real network, however, there is a correlation between
the packet loss ratiop and the playout delayd. In streaming ap-
plications, the packet loss ratiop is a summation of (1) packet
loss ratio caused by packet drops within the network (referred
to aspn), and (2) ratio of late arriving packets exceeding play-
out threshold (pd). That is,p = pn + pd. From Eq. (5) in
Section 3, we have a relation betweenpd andd as follows;

pd = 100− 100
(

k

d

)α

. (10)

By applying Eq. (10), Eq. (9) can be rewritten as

M (pn, d) = 4.10− 0.195
(

pn + 100 − 100
(

k

d

)α)
+2.64× 10−3d− 1.86× 10−5d2

+1.22× 10−8d3. (11)

As shown in Eq. (11), two parametersd andpn affect the
MOS value. For the streaming application, however, only the
playout delayd is controllable. We therefore consider Eq. (11)
as a function ofd, denoted byQ(d), i.e.,

Q(d) = −15.40− 0.195Pn + 19.5
(

k

d

)α

+2.64× 10−3d

−1.86× 10−5d2 + 1.22× 10−8d3. (12)

We now examineQ(d). If d = 0, all packets are treated as
packet loss, and no packet is played. Thus, we setQ(0) = 0.
As increasing the playout delay,Q(d) becomes less. However,
when the playout delay is too large,Q(d) is again degraded
due to the large delay for playing. Therefore, there may ex-
ists a optimum point ofd that provides the maximum value of
Q(d). Figure 3 shows the example of variation inQ(d) depen-
dent on the playout delayd, whereα andk in Eq. (12) are set to
9.10 and 15.53 from measured data, respectively. Calculating
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the optimald is realized by thefalse position method[9] uti-
lizing the differential equation ofQ(d). BecauseQ(d) is the
convex function, we can determine the optimald from thex-
intercept of the differential equation ofQ(d) by the false posi-
tion method.

3.3 Modified Playout Buffer Algorithm for Enhancing
MOS Index

We modify ourLoss-Control PBA to realize the MOS-based
control. In ourLoss-Control algorithm, the playout delay was
determined from the target packet loss ratio. On the other
hand, our new algorithm is to control the playout delay to max-
imize the MOS valueQ(d). More specifically, our new PBA
consists of the following steps;

1. Measure the transmission delays of arrived packets
2. Calculate the parameter of Pareto distribution(α, k) by

the MLE method (see our prior work [6])
3. Assign the value of(α, k) into the MOS functionQ(d)
4. Obtain the optimal value ofd, maximizingQ(d), by uti-

lizeing thefalse position methodapplied to the differen-
tial equation ofQ(d)

5. Set the playout delay tod
6. Return to Step.1

We refer to this new playout buffer algorithm as enhanced
MOS-based playout buffer algorithm (E-MOS).

4 Performance Evaluation of Playout Buffer
Algorithm

In this section, we evaluate the performances of playout buffer
algorithms by the trace-driven simulation, and we investigate
an effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.

4.1 Simulation Method

First, we prepared a set of one-way delays of packets for
our trace-driven simulation. We measured the one-way de-
lays with various network parameters. Second, in our simula-
tion, the recorded one-way delays are traced one by one, and
the playout delaypi of the ith packet is estimated according
to each algorithm for all measured delays. Then, we check
whether the delay of the next packet is smaller than the es-
timated playout delay or not. If the delay is larger than the
estimated playout delay, the packet is treated to be lost. After
tracing all measured delays, average playout delay and packet
loss ratio are computed as the output.



Table 1: Comparison of PLR and Mean Playout Delay and MOS
Case Algorithm Target PLR [%] Mean ofdi [msec] MOS

95% 5.7 227.92 2.22
Loss-Control 99% 0.94 387.12 2.41

99.9% 0.12 770.44 0.59
“dynamic” E-MOS - 2.95 294.75 2.49

Exp-Avg - 4.54 247.91 2.38
F-Exp-Avg - 0.1 970.34 0.10

SPD - 5.44 198.74 2.33
Window 99% 1.34 362.57 2.47

95% 6.02 40.61 2.99
Loss-Control 99% 1.77 58.45 3.83

99.9% 0.60 375.28 3.61
“moderate” E-MOS - 0.10 77.71 4.17

Exp-Avg - 4.93 39.79 3.21
F-Exp-Avg - 0.04 102.26 4.13

SPD - 3.08 39.74 3.57
Window 99% 2.33 48.60 3.72

95% 3.94 9.40 2.94
Loss-Control 99% 0.72 9.87 3.60

99.9% 0.22 10.53 3.70
“quiet” E-MOS - 0.00 51.92 3.77

Exp-Avg - 0.18 10.49 3.71
F-Exp-Avg - 0.01 29.53 3.76

SPD - 0.77 10.19 3.59
Window 99% 1.05 9.76 3.53

4.2 Performance Evaluation

Now, we evaluate the performance ofE-MOS by simulations.
Table 1 compares packet loss ratios (PLRs), mean values of
the playout delays, and MOS evaluated by simulation in the
following three cases; The first case is “dynamic”, in which
the values of one-way delays often change, and many spikes
are observed. The packets were sent by the G.723.1 encoder
at 2 PM and delivered to the receiver via the dial-up line. The
second is a “moderate” case, in which there are a several num-
ber of spikes. We used the G.711 encoder on ADSL and the
delays were measured at 1 PM. The last case is “quiet”, where
no dynamic change of delays were observed. These delays
were sent by the G.723.1 encoder at 2 PM and delivered to the
receiver through LAN. InLoss-Control, we used 95, 99, and
99.9% as the target values. The MOS values shown in the last
column of Table 1 are evaluated by Eq. (9) from the PLR and
playout delay. The maximum value of MOS among all PBAs
is shown in bold.

Results in Table 1 indicate thatE-MOS can provide the
highest perceived quality for users in any network conditions.
Looking at the playout delays and PLRs ofE-MOS, we can
find thatE-MOS has a tendency to minimize the PLR when
the one-way delays are small (“moderate” and “quite” cases
in Table 1). From Figure 1, we can observe that the effect of
introducing the playout delay is quite limited when the play-
out delay is small (less than 200 msec). In this region, it is
effective to prevent the packet loss by lengthening the playout
delay. However, as the one-way delay becomes large,E-MOS
tries to intentionally bear the increasing PLR for reducing the
playout delay. It is a good solution for improving the users’
perceived quality. Other PBAs have their own ground. For ex-
ample,Window gives a good result in the “dynamic” case, but
it is worse thanF-Exp-Avg in other cases. However,F-Exp-
Avg provides quite poor performance in the “dynamic” condi-
tion. Exp-Avg andLoss-Control (99.9%) give a passable per-

formance in all cases. However, these methods cannot attain
the improvement of the perceived quality asE-MOS. Further-
more, theLoss-Control method has a disadvantage that it tries
to shorten the playout delay and forces to abandon packets
even if the playout delay is enough short (less than 200 msec).
Thus,Loss-Control is not suitable in low packet transmission
delay environments.

Figure 4 shows the time-dependent behavior of the playout
delay, PLR, and MOS for PBAs. Here, the target value of
Loss-Control is set to 99%. The playout delays ofE-MOS
are larger than the other algorithms exceptF-Exp-Avg, where
the one-way delays are small. From this figure, we find that
E-MOS intends to minimize the PLR when the one-way delay
is less than 200 msec. On the other hand, in the condition that
the one-way delay is over 200 msec,E-MOS tries to increase
the PLR for reducing the playout delay in order to enhance
the MOS. That is,E-MOS can achieve a good balance of the
playout delay and PLR based on Eq. (12).

4.3 Performance Evaluation through Implementation
Experiments

We developed a streaming client in which our PBA is imple-
mented, and verified the applicability of our algorithm by run-
ning the application. More specifically, we implemented our
PBA as an input plug-in ofWinamp [10], which is one of ma-
jor frontends in real-time applications today.

We placed the streaming server at Osaka University, which
sends audio packets generated by the G.711 or G.728 encoder
(the size of the packet and transmission interval are 160 byte,
20 msec and 40 byte 20 msec, respectively). Packets are trans-
mitted via the Internet and transferred to our developed client.
In the client, the smoothing buffer is adjusted based on the
playout delay calculated by our PBA (E-MOS). Arrived pack-
ets are stored into the buffer and then the client starts playing
after the playout interval. Figure 5 shows the operation win-
dow of our client.
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Figure 5: Operation Window of Client†

Our implementation experiments include (1) to check

† c©Nullsoft Inc. 2002

whether our PBA tries to maximize the MOS, (2) to verify
whether the computational overhead of calculating the play-
out delays is enough small to operate our PBA inreal-time.

The platform was Microsoft Windows 98 operating system
on Intel Pentium III 750 MHz CPU. In this case, the compu-
tation overhead was about 0.02 msec for each packet arrival;
0.1% of packet transmission interval in G.711, which is suffi-
ciently small overhead. Note that we also confirmed that the
audio playing is not interrupted by any other factors except
packet losses.

5 Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we have attended to the perceived quality of
streaming applications and then, modify the proposed algo-
rithm so that perceived quality may become maximum. Sim-
ulation and implementation experiments have shown that the
modified algorithm performs the highest quality in all of PBAs

For future research topics, it is necessary to improve the
accuracy of our model for representing the delay distribu-
tions. To achieve it, it might be useful to test another heavy-
tailed probability functions as the model of delay distributions.
Moreover, though no serious problem occurs at the client of
E-MOS, less CPU load would be more comfortable for users.
The more effective calculation method forE-MOS is neces-
sary.
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